Motivated by the observation of a spin-glass transition in almost disorder-free Kagome antiferromagnets, and by the specific form of the effective low-energy model of the S = 1/2, trimerized Kagome antiferromagnet, we investigate the possibility to obtain a spin-glass behavior in two-component, disorderfree models. We concentrate on a toy-model, a modified Ashkin-Teller model in a magnetic field that couples only to one species of spins, for which we prove that a dynamic spin-glass behavior occurs. The dynamics of the magnetization is closely related to that of the underlying Ising model in zero field in which spins and pseudo-spins are intimately coupled. The spin-glass like history dependence of the magnetization is a consequence of the ageing of the underlying Ising model. PACS. 75.10.Jm Quantized spin models -75.10.Nr Spin-glass and other random models -75.50.Lk Spin glasses and other random magnets
Introduction
The experimental investigation of quantum magnets is undergoing rapid progress with the synthesis of new and better controlled samples. Of special interest are frustrated magnets, for which very unusual behavior has been reported [1] . In particular, a behavior reminiscent of spin glasses has been reported in a number of Kagome antiferromagnets (AF) [1, 2] . While the role of disorder in these phenomena cannot be excluded yet, the persistence of this behavior in progressively cleaner samples calls for explanations in terms of disorder-free models.
The possibility of a spin-glass behavior in the spin 1/2 Heisenberg model on the Kagome lattice without any disorder was first suggested in the pioneering work of Chandra et al. [3] in 1993. Since the classical Heisenberg model on the Kagome lattice does not exhibit a spinglass behavior, the main problem one is facing is how to include the quantum aspects of the problem into a description in terms of classical variables for which one can use standard techniques to study the dynamics. In reference [3], the authors assumed that quantum fluctuations select coplanar configurations, which led them to concentrate on the anisotropic XY version of the model. For this model, they suggested the presence at finite temperature of 3-spin order, and of a glassy transition related to the binding of non-abelian defects that are expected to be the natural point defects associated with this type of order. For details, the reader should consult reference [3] . To a e-mail: frederic.mila@ipt.unil.ch prove or disprove this scenario turned out to be difficult, and whether this indeed provides an explanation of the spin-glass behavior of Kagome antiferromagnets without introducing any disorder remains unsettled. Since then, clear evidence of glassiness has been reported by Chandra et al. [4] for another class of disorder-free models describing periodic Josephson arrays in a transverse magnetic field, but these models are not directly related to the Kagome AF.
In parallel, a lot of progress has been made in the understanding of the spectrum of the S = 1/2 AF Heisenberg model on various frustrated lattices, in particular the Kagome and the pyrochlore ones [1]. So far, it is well established that frustration can have two effects: It can open a gap to triplet excitations [5], like for the non-frustrated spin 1 chain [6], but it can also lead to a proliferation of low-lying singlets inside this gap, like for the S = 1/2 Kagome antiferromagnet [7] . These singlets can be interpreted as RVB (Resonating Valence Bond) states [8-10], and they could lead to a power-law behavior of the lowtemperature specific heat [11] [12] [13] . Experimental systems known so far have a larger spin however (3/2, 5/2, ...) [1], and there is room for new physics in these cases since the presence of a singlet-triplet gap is unlikely given the rather small value already reported for S = 1/2. Possible implications of this strange spectrum regarding in particular a possible spin-glass behavior have not been discussed yet, mainly due to the lack of methods to attack this problem.
In this paper, we continue the quest initiated in reference [3] for spin-glass behavior in the disorder-free, quantum Heisenberg model on the Kagome lattice. However, building on the recent results obtained on the low-energy spectrum of the model, we propose another approximate way of including quantum fluctuations into a classical description. The starting point is the effective model obtained in reference [14] for the spin 1/2 Heisenberg model on the trimerized Kagome lattice (see Fig. 1 ). This is a modified version of the spin 1/2 Heisenberg model on the Kagome lattice in which the exchange integrals take two different values J and J according to the pattern of Figure 1 . This is actually the relevant description of the Kagome layers in SrCr 9p Ga 12−9p O 19 since the presence of a triangular layer between pairs of Kagome layers lead to two types of bonds with precisely the pattern of Figure 1 . Then, since the ground state of a triangle is fourfold degenerate and can be described by two spin 1/2 degrees of freedom, the total spin σ and the chirality pseudospin τ , it was shown in reference [14] that the low-energy effective Hamiltonian in the limit J J can be writteñ
where i, j denotes pairs of nearest neighbors. InH τ ij , α ij and β ij are complex parameters that take the values 1, exp(2πi/3) or exp(4πi/3) depending on the bond (for details, see Ref. [14] ).
In the case of the trimerized Kagome lattice, quantum fluctuations thus introduce an extra local degree of freedom in the Hamiltonian. For the general case, the derivation is no longer valid since J /J is not a small parameter, but the low-energy spectrum found in exact diagonalizations of small clusters [7] is still consistent with such a description: The exponentially large number of low-lying singlets suggest that there must be another quantum number in addition to the spin to classify these eigenstates. This is precisely the role played by the chirality pseudo-spin in the trimerized Kagome lattice. A detailed comparison of both spectra has actually shown that they are very similar indeed [10] .
We would therefore like to propose a new approach to the spin-glass behavior of disorder-free quantum magnets in terms of models with two-local degrees of freedom. Our basic motivation for concentrating on such models is that they are a priori good candidates to exhibit spin-glass behavior even without any disorder in the Hamiltonian. The basic argument is the following. In a field-cooled (FC) experiment, in which one quenches the sample from high temperature in a magnetic field, the system will automatically choose configurations in which the spins are polarized, and the pseudo-spins will adapt to keep the energy as low as possible. Hence the resulting magnetization at low temperature is expected to be significant. However, in a zero-field cooled (ZFC) experiment, the system is first quenched without a magnetic field, and it will use both degrees of freedom to minimize the energy. When the magnetic field is switched on, in order to polarize, the system will have to overcome the intimate mixing of spins and pseudo-spins to get a significant polarization. This is likely to take a very long time, and the apparent susceptibility will be much smaller than the one measured in a FC experiment.
The analysis of the model of equation (1) with the spin and the pseudo-spin treated as classical Heisenberg variables is a considerable task, and before starting such an endeavor, one would like to know whether the scenario outlined in the previous paragraph can indeed lead to a spin glass behavior. In fact, other models, like the fully frustrated XY model [15] or some vector models [16], can be described in terms of spin and chirality variables, and no spin-glass behavior was ever reported for these models. Consequently the rest of the paper is devoted to a detailed analysis of a toy model to test whether the presence of two local degrees of freedom can indeed lead to a spin-glass behavior. The simplest model of this kind is a modified Ashkin-Teller model defined by the Hamiltonian:
In this Hamiltonian, S i and T i are Ising variables that describe the spin and the pseudo-spin respectively. Note that the magnetic field h is coupled only to the spin degree of freedom. Since frustration has already been included in the model as an extra degree of freedom, there is no need to work on a frustrated lattice any more, and for simplicity we study this model on a square lattice. This model is of course a very dramatic simplification since the Heisenberg spins and pseudo-spins are replaced by Ising variables. Still, as we shall see, the physics of this model is very rich, and to a large extent confirms the simple picture of the previous paragraph. Shortcomings that might be overcome by going to the more physical description in terms of Heisenberg spins will be discussed in the last section.
Monte-Carlo results
Let us first discuss the equilibrium properties of this model. If h = 0, this model is equivalent to the antiferromagnetic Ising model after the local gauge transformation
